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Message from
the principal
Mr Stephen Viner

Dear Parents,
Welcome back after the Spring break,
I hope everyone is fully rested and
ready for the final term of the year,
which always is long and hot… but we
will make it.
On behalf of the school and our
community, I wish to pass on our
congratulations to the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge on the birth of
their new baby son Prince Louis. This
event is significant in British history
as this is the first time a Prince does
not move above his older sister in
the line of succession to the throne,
echoing the changes in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, the United Kingdom
still continues to grow and mature in an
ever changing world.
Regarding school business, I wish to
apologise for the school closures on
the 15th and 16th April. Unfortunately,
it was due to various information we
received, all of which was very unclear.

Fortunately, the decision was correct
for Sunday as the Ministry of Education
did announce to everyone at 5.50pm
on Thursday that all schools would
be expected to close, however the
decision was difficult for Monday as
the Ministry of Education provided no
information and the information our
school had was minimal. I did wait until
the requested time on Monday but I still
had received no update, so again with
the information I did have, I thought
it wise to keep the school closed. I
appreciate the unplanned closures do
cause extra difficulties for families and
I am sorry about the impact, however,
I had absolutely no control over the
events for obvious reasons.
Stemming from the school closure,
when we attempted to send the parental
text message out to parents regarding
Monday’s closure, STC perceived it to
be a junk message and blocked many
of the messages being sent including
my own number. It took most of the
evening to resolve the problem and I
am aware some of the text messages
may not have reached parents till
around 10pm which I must once
again apologise for. On this occasion
technology was against us; in future we
will still use the text message system
but all initial updates will be placed on
the school website.
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As a school we are very happy and proud to support
the first official LAMDA course in Al Khobar, as the
school is not directly running the After School club can
you please ensure you contact Mrs Brogan Meadwell
directly at brogan@broganmeadwell.com. Our hope is,
if the course is popular and the uptake is high, we can
offer more places in the coming years.
As our Year 11, 12 and 13 pupils head towards their final
exams, please remember that if you or they have any
concerns about their preparation or any other issues
related to the exams, you should contact their teachers
as early as possible; as the saying goes ‘prevention is
always better than the cure’, and of course we wish
them the very best of luck in their exams.
This leads me to my next point: we are extremely lucky
at BISAK to have the highest trained professionals in our
clinic, and we take the care of our pupils very seriously,
I understand some parents may feel that we are over
cautious in regarding our ‘Emergency Care Plan’ for our
pupils, but I do not want you, as parents, or my staff, to
ever be in the position of being unable to help a child in
crisis for the sake of a form. If your child has a change
in medical circumstances or use of medication, please
inform our clinic immediately. It is better we have too
much rather than too little information.
Lastly, as we head towards Ramadan we will be
altering our times to support families who are fasting
during this period. A letter will be sent out shortly, but
can I remind parents that, apart from the time change,
school will be operating as normal, as we have a full
exam schedule to fulfil for our senior Secondary pupils.
As always, we thank you for your continued support.
Kind regards

Stephen Viner
Principal

Message from
Acting Head of Secondary

Mr. Alfons Vinent
Dear Parents and Pupils,
Welcome back! I hope you have all had a relaxing
holiday, returning fully charged for our last term.
For most pupils, this will be a stressful time as the
exams are upon us. I, and the Secondary Staff, wish all
the pupils sitting their IGCSE/GCSE and A-Level exams
the best of luck. Pupils who are sitting their exams
should try not to let themselves become too stressed.
You have been preparing for this very event, and this
is the time where all your efforts come to fruition. My
message to everyone sitting the exams is: “Relax, as
you have prepared very hard for this. Make sure that
you avoid late night cramming sessions and ensure you
eat well and have a good night’s sleep before the day
of each exam.”
For the parents: your child will be stressing over the
exams and will need all the support and guidance that
I am sure you will be providing them.
The end of year exams for the rest of the school will
begin on Sunday 27th May. The KS3 exams will finish
on Thursday 31st May whilst the Year 10 exams will go
through to Monday 4th of June. These exams do not
mark the end of the school year and the holidays have
not commenced. The period after the exams is vital
review and preparation time for the next academic year.
For year 10 pupils, please remember it is a two year
course so you will still be learning during the final
weeks and, for all the other year groups it is important
to recognize that teachers will still be finishing this
year’s work or starting next year’s, so we expect all our
pupils to remain in school until the very last day.
The Work Experience programme will also be a major
event for the Secondary community. From Sunday
24th of June until Thursday 28th of June, all of our
Year 10 pupils will be experiencing what it is like in the
real world of work. This is a great opportunity for our
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pupils, and I hope that they will get the very best from
the experience. We are still looking for companies to
help provide work placements for our Year 10 pupils.
If you can help with this, please contact the school at
secondarypa@bisak.org
I hope you have a very productive final Term.
All the very best,

Alfons Vinent
Acting Head of Secondary

Message from the
head of primary
Mr Darren Aisthorpe
Dear Parents,
During the month of April, the Primary School has once
again been an oasis of high academic rigour, within
our calm, supportive and nurturing environment.
The children in EYFS thoroughly enjoyed their work
across the seven areas of learning based on the
story ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ by Michael Rosen.
Throughout the topic, children have been carrying out
a range of well-chosen learning activities, including
writing, sequencing the story together, exploring
numbers and art activities. To further develop their
children’s reading and comprehension skills, I would
encourage parents to read as much as possible with
them, as well as asking them questions about the
text. If any EYFS parents would like any additional
help with this, please contact your class teacher.

6A performed with great enthusiasm their assembly
based on the theme ‘forgiveness’, using their great
acting skills. As always, thank you to all those parents
who were able to attend.
Congratulations to our pupils in Key Stage 1 for their
fantastic and enjoyable production of ‘The Goblin next
door’. Thank you to all the staff involved who ensured
that the performances were a great success. We are
very proud that our pupils have access to such a rich
and diverse curriculum, enabling them to develop
their skills in the expressive arts.
Our Year 3 mathematics workshop for parents was
extremely well attended. Throughout the session, our
staff shared useful ways of supporting children at home
with their addition and subtraction skills. Parents also
had the opportunity to work alongside their children
on mathematics activities. We acknowledge that there
is a strong demand for parent workshops and we will
be delivering more in the future; please let me know if
you have any requests for a particular workshop.
Our primary events are no longer available to view
on our BISAK website. The school calendar may now
only be viewed in in SIMS. If you do not have a SIMS
password yet or have had any difficulties with access,
please contact us on either SaraLinn@Bisak.org or
Primarypa@bisak.org.
With the weather getting hotter, please ensure that
your child brings their sunhat to school each day,
together with fresh drinking water in a bottle.
As always, thank you for all your support.

Darren Aisthorpe
Head of Primary

Our class assemblies enable our pupils to develop
their confidence in public speaking skills, and sharing
their successful learning undertaken in the classroom.
Well done to pupils in 3A/5C for an energetic joint
assembly on the themes of ‘choices’ and ‘spirit’, with
superb acting, dance and music. Equally, pupils in
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Primary - KS1
Production - The Goblin Next Door

Primary - KS1
Production - The Goblin Next Door
We would like to thank all the parents who attended our show, and for all the positive feedback. The children thoroughly
enjoyed the performance.

Celebrating our successful Production with a Key Stage 1 party
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Primary - KS1
Production - The Goblin Next Door
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Primary art - Y1

Primary art - Y1
Year 1 were learning about Royalty in Art. We made a royal
self portrait and the pupils learned about facial proportions,
how to mix skin colours using paint and stained glass
windows through collage! We then learned what type of
people used to live in castles and how to construct one
using paper collage.
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Primary art - Y2

Primary art - Y2
Year 2 were using their imagination in Art after reading
Oliver Jeffers “How to Catch a Star”. Pupils came up with
their own inventive ways to catch stars. We then used
liquid water colours and pipettes to create our outer space
backgrounds.

Year 2 worked hard to create these beautiful woodland landscapes. They printed hedgehogs using ink,
created grass and mushrooms using textured paper, sprayed paint for our starry backgrounds and learned
about composition when putting it all together!
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Primary - Y3
Mathematics Workshop

Primary - Y3
Mathematics Workshop
On Tuesday 17th May, Year 3 teachers invited parents to
work together with their children during a ‘Mathematics
Workshop’. The areas focused on were addition, subtraction,
problem-solving and working together at home. Many parents
attended the event where the pupils enjoyed showing off
their mathematical skills and the different strategies they
use to solve number problems at BISAK.
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Primary - Y4
Working together collaboratively!

Primary - Y4
Working together collaboratively!
As part of the Personal, Social, Health and Education
curriculum (PSHE), class 3C and class 4C pupils participated
in paired work as part of developing their social and personal
skills. This team-building exercise gave the children the
chance to get to know each other, encouraged them to talk
and share ideas, and showed them how important it is to
agree together.
The pupils worked collaboratively on their ‘Sun Safety’
posters to maximise their own and each other›s learning.
They discussed in pairs how they could keep safe when
playing outdoors. Some of the pupils used the internet to
research the reasons why we should not be in the sun, and
then went on to design and create colourful posters using
paint, colour pencils, fabric and coloured paper.
Most importantly, the children had fun creating their posters
and found out that “two heads are better than one!” The
posters have been displayed to show other pupils what
precautions are necessary should you want to play and stay
safe in the sun.
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Primary - Y6
“24 Game” Challenge

Primary - Y6
“24 Game” Challenge
The annual Year 6 ‘24 Game’ competition was held on
Monday 26th February. The children had been practising
in their Maths lessons and at home to prepare themselves.
It is a game of mental speed and agility. On production of a
card, children have to rapidly make 24 from the 4 digits on
the revealed, using any of the four main operations. It may
sound easy, but in a competition the tension can mount
quickly.
All the children earned house points for every solution they
made. We finally reached the climax. Anis, Lewis, Mustafa
and Shayan competed in the final. It came down to the last
card, with Lewis firing the crucial synapse in his brain to
win. The winning house was announced in our assembly
along with the names of our finalists who also received
their certificates. Well done to all who
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Secondary -Y7
History / ICT Bahrain Fort Trip

Secondary -Y7

History / ICT Bahrain Fort Trip

Qal’at al Bahrain (Bahrain Fort) was the destination for
50 Year 7 pupils, along with Mr. Salih, Mrs. Burke and Mr.
Mason, on the 18th March. Although it took a while to get
to and from the fort, it was a thoroughly enjoyable trip for
all, and in the pupils excelled in their behavior and were
very enthusiastic. The trip allowed pupils to gain a deeper
understanding of the history, defensive features and layout
of a military fort and was valuable for supplementing the
learning within the classroom. The culmination of this work
was the submission of assessed pieces of work, in both
subjects, whereby pupils had to produce both physical and
computer generated 3D models of a castle.
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Secondary -Y9
DT - Candle Holders

Secondary -Y9
DT - Candle Holders
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Bisak Awards
HOUSE POINT WINNERS
RA

Lilyan Badawi

RB

Fergus Robertson

RC

Rosanna Nascimento

1A

Mohammed Ramadan

1B

Nour Fouda

1C

Hamad Niazi

2A

Valentino Freitas

2B

Arissa Safdar

2C

Jenine Shawwa

2D

Max Paddock

3A

Elizabeth Odita

3B

Kareem Elkhamry

3C

Tamir Saqa

4A

Abdullah Piracha

4B

Hamdan Khan

4C

Abdullah Hassan

5A

Martin Asaad

Abdallah Al Arakzeh

Safaa Bilgrami
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5B

Icel Ahmed

5C

Layla Rasmussen

6A

Anis Bey Bendjaballah

6B

Shayan Farooq

6C

Farhan Khan

BRONZE AWARD WINNERS
RB

Jinfeng Hu

4B

Yusuf Bahomed

SILVER AWARD WINNERS
RA

Sherlock Frith

RC

Sophia Chester

2C

Jenine Shawwa

3A

Abdullah Faisal

4A

Milana Gorshechnikov

5C

Ahmed El Rasheed

Amjad Katabi

6B

Nabila Ismail

Lydia Vaz

6C

Patil Ayvazian

Arthur Morgan

Ruijia Ma
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GOLD AWARD WINNERS
Nael Bouanchaud

Nour Fouda

Liam-Georgio Moussa

Salma Misbah

Yanis Ourari

Arwa Msairi

1B
3A

Tamara Sharkass

3B

Kareem Elkhamry

3C

Carter Sears

4C

Mahnoor Ruheena

5B

Adnan Msairi

Aya Gajam

5C

Farah Elsherif

Layla Rasmussen

6A

Avisheh Khalid

Anis Bey Bendjaballah

Olivia Stanford

PLATINUM AWARD WINNERS
2B

Peng Xin Rui

3C

Fatima Ahmed

Abdallah Al Arakzeh

Tamir Saqa
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STAR AWARD WINNERS
RB

Celine Abdelhamied

RC

Raefe Rasmussen

1A

Mishael Alabbadi

1B

Ayesha Asher

1C

Mya Rose Dasouki

2A

Hannah Farag

2B

Judy Sameh Mohamed

2C

Tareq Dawud

2D

Joury AbouZaid

ARABIC BRONZE AWARD WINNERS
5C

Raneem Mattar

ARABIC SILVER AWARD WINNERS
5B

Adnan Msairi

ARABIC GOLD AWARD WINNERS
5A

Joyce Monzer

5C

Sophie Bejjani
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Rezayat Catering - Primary Years 3 - 6

Items

Price

Qty

Items

Hot Meals

Price

Qty

Salads

Main Course of the day
Pasta of the day

SAR 15
SAR 10

Cold & Hot Sandwiches
French Bread Large Chicken & Cheese Sandwich
French Bread Half Egg & cheese sandwich
Grilled chicken & Cheese Ciabatta Sandwich
Roast Beef Ciabatta Sandwich
Chicken Mortadella Ciabatta Sandwich
Bloomer Olive Turkey Ham Sandwich
Beef salami Ciabatta Sandwich
Croissant Chicken and Peach Sandwich
Wraps Chicken Or Beef
Bloomer Olive Toasted Mushroom and onion s/w
Bloomer Whole Meat Roast Beef Sandwich
Chicken Mayonnaise Sandwich
Tuna Mayonnaise
Cheese Tomato & Vegetable Sandwich
Roast Beef Sandwich (Triangles)
Chicken Hot dog with Onion
Beef Hot dogs with Onion
Croissant Chicken Mortadella and Cheese Sandwich
Croissant Beef Salami and Cheese Sandwich
Chicken Burger(80g Bun) with Cheese and Veg

SAR 12
SAR 10
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 14
SAR 14
SAR 8

Beverages
Fresh Orange Juice
Fresh Apple Juice
Fresh Carrot Juice
Fresh Apple and Carrot Juice
Fresh Carrot and Orange Juice
Water Melon Juice
Water Melon and Cucumber Juice
Apple,Carrot, and Beetroot Juice
Flavored Yogurts/ Tetra Pack Juices
Mineral Water

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
1

Chef's Salad
Potato & Chive Salad
Beetroot Salad
Green Bean Potato Salad
Sweet Corn Red Pepper Salad
German Potato Salad
Roast Beef Salad
Tuna Salad
Roast Vegetable Salad
Chick Peas Salad
Potato Salad
Seafood Salad
Egg Mayonnaise
Russian Salad
Tabouleh
Hommous
Muthabel
Yogurt and Cucumber Salad
Three Beans Salad
Leaves Salad
Pasta and Cheese Salad
Waldorf Salad
Tomato & Mozarella Salad
Layer Salad
Country Coleslaw
Green Beans Salad
Oriental Veg Salad
Vegetable Stick (Crudites)
Muesli with Yogurt

SAR 10
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 10
SAR 10
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 10
SAR 10
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 10
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8
SAR 8

Desserts
Fruit Salad Cup
Fruit Sticks Cup
Fruit Separate Cup
Fresh Fruits Banana/Apple/Orange

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

8
8
8
2

BISAK Menu - Week 2
Sunday
06/05/18

Monday
07/05/18

Tuesday
08/05/18

Wednesday
09/05/18

Thursday
10/05/18

Main course

Beef casserole with
Parsley potatoes

Stir fry chicken in
oyster sauce

Beef moussaka

Tossed chicken
kebabs with rice

Chicken Biryani

Pasta Dish of the day

Macaroni with vegetable
& tomato sauce

Fusilli with white
sauce & vegetables

Macaroni with
Mushroom sauce

Girandole pasta with
tomato sauce

Vegetable canton noodles

Vegetable

Carrots & green peas

Broccoli & cauliflower

Roast vegetables
with herbs

Steamed fresh vegetables

Sweet Corn & green peas

Lost property!

School Uniform Shop

Please CLEARLY name and label ALL your child’s
belongings especially jumpers, lunch boxes and
water bottles.

• Order forms can be downloaded from the website
http://www.bisak.org/Uniformorderform
• Fill the form out and place in an envelope with
the correct money, hand into reception
• Secondary – Pupils to collect from reception
• Primary – Orders will be delivered to the form
teachers

The Lost Property collection points are filling up
again. It is up to your child to go to these areas to
check for their lost belongings. Items with easily
identifiable names/labels will be returned to their
owner in time.
Locations for Lost Property:
1. Primary office area (for Primary pupils only)
2. Secondary office area (for Secondary pupils

Opening hours:
Monday and Tuesday 12.30 pm – 13.30 pm.
Please Note:
School Badges are no longer available.

